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           Date: 15 May 2015 

To, 

   The Editor/ Chief Reporter 

FOR PUBLICITY 

HJS demands Action and Ban on Pornographic star Sunny Leone and her obscene website  

 Panaji, 15th May - Sunny Leone alias Karanjit Kaur Vohra is a Canadian citizen who has been 

working in Indian Movies for quite a while. She has been an active porn star and runs a pornographic 

website (sunnyleone.com) consisting of her own nude photos and videos. This information was given 

today by Dr. Manoj Solanki, State Convenor of HJS at a press conference held at Panaji. Advt. 

Nagesh Takbate of Hindu Vidhinya Parishad and Mrs. Shubha Samant of Ranaragini sect were 

present during the press conference. 

 The website is free for all. Although it mentions about the age restriction, the notification is just 

a farce and any person can watch the contents regardless of age. This shows the criminal intention 

of Sunny Leone. This also a commercial website from which she promotes herself and earns money. 

As per news reports the most searched person on Google for the year is Sunny Leone ahead of our 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Almost 70 % of visitors on her website are from India. This is a very 

alarming sign for our country and suggests that our major internet using youth population is being 

addicted to such a vice. Rapes are on the rise in our country and in a number of instances rapes 

have occurred on account of watching such websites. The youth of our country who are the future of 

this country are getting ruined by her immoral acts. What sort of examples are we giving to our 

newer generation? In our country where woman is considered as Goddess and worshiped as energy 

of God is this not insult of women? On one hand we say we care for women and we tolerate such 

use of women for such carnal pleasures? Goa Parshuram bhumi, a land of temples known for its rich 

culture is becoming infamous as land of wine, women and drugs. Do we want morality of our Goan 

youths to be destroyed by elements like Sunny Leone? Is it not the responsibility of every citizen to 

provide a favourable environment to see that our younger generation becomes moral and virtuous? 

Then do persons like Sunny Leone have any place in a civilised society? Is it not the duty of 

our every individual to oppose her? In the national interest the Hindu Janajagruti Samiti 

strongly demands the following  

1.Ban Pornographic star Sunny Leone’s obscene website www.sunnyleone.com, 

 2.Lodge FIR in complaints lodged against Sunny Leone about her obscene website 

www.sunnyleone.com, 3..Ban her entry in India.   

           Yours faithfully, 

                                                                                        Dr. Manoj Solanki, 

                                                                      State Convenor, Hindu Janajagruti Samiti 


